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Statistics Basics for Underwriters

P-Values & Statistical Significance 

Univariate & Multivariate Analysis

Sensitivity & Specificity
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P-Values
Significance depends on it

P

Fundamentals in Statistics

 Any non-biased study data is a 
random sample

 If you take another random sample and the 
result would be slightly different, the 
difference is caused by “random error”

P-Values

 The probability that the difference between 
positive finding and negative (“NULL”) is 
random error

 If the P-value is “reasonably” high then the 
finding is likely “NULL”

 If the P-value is “reasonably” low then the 
finding is “Significant”
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Is 0.05 P-Value Cut-Off Point Too High?

“If you torture data long enough it will confess to anything”

Ronald H. Coase
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Univariate vs. Multivariate
Related to disease causality

Single Cause Multiple Causes

 Single-agent-cause infectious disease  Multiple-agent-cause chronic 
degenerative disease

X Y
X1
X2

Xn
Y
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Univariate Analysis
“One piece at a time”

20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 70-79
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Age Bands

Mortality Rate by Age Univariate equation

Y= a+b*X

b is univariate regression coefficient 
showing the univariate relation of X and Y

Captures the effect of a one-unit change in X 
on Y on average
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Multivariate Analysis

Allows you to quantify the 
relationship between a given 

risk factor and an outcome while 
controlling for all other factors

i.e., measure the relationship 
between physical exercise and 
mortality while controlling for other 
risk factors such as age, gender, 
disease history, etc.

Multivariate equation
b1 shows effect of a one unit 
change in X1 on Y, holding all 
other factors constant

Y=a+b1*X1+b2*X2+.. bnXn
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Multivariate Analysis Is to Control Confounders
What is confounder?

X2 is a confounderX2 is a confounder

X2

X1Y

X2 is NOT a confounderX2 is NOT a confounder

Y X1 Y X1

X2 X2
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Underwriters Ask Multivariate Questions

How much of the association between physical exercise and mortality is 
confounded by age and chronic disease history? 

What is the independent impact of fluid testing on mortality? 

Key accelerated underwriting question
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Overlap vs. Independent Impact

FU minus 
Lab / Exam

LAB / Exam Independent 
Impact

Overlap / Correlation
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Sensitivity & Specificity: Accuracy of a Test
Confusion Matrix

Truth

+ -

Test
+ A B

- C D

Sensitivity (Sen) =A/(A+C)

Chance of test positive out of all true positive

Specificity (Spe) =D/(B+D)

Chance of test negative out of all true negative

Prevalence (P) = (A+C)/(A+B+C+D)

Positive Predicted Value (PPV)=A/(A+B)

True positive out of all test positive

True Positive (TP)=A

False Positive (FP)=B 

True Positive Rate (TPR)=Sen

False Positive Rate (FPR)=1-Spe
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ROC Curve

 A given test could have different 
sensitivity and specificity depending on 
decision cut-off point

 ROC shows the relationship between 
TPR (sensitivity) and FPR (1-specificity) 
across all possible cut-off points
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Prevalence Impacts PPV
Same test with different interpretation due to prevalence

True

+ -

Test
+ 99 1

- 1 99

True

+ -

Test
+ 99 100

- 1 9900

Sen 99%

Spe 99%

Prevalence 50%

PPV 99%

Sen 99%

Spe 99%

Prevalence 1%

PPV 49.7%
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What Is Machine Learning?

Artificial Intelligence
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How the Brain Works

Big Data

 The human brain has about 100 
billion neurons, and each neuron 
fires about 200 times per second 

Multiple (deep) Layers

 Each neuron connects to 
about 1,000 other neurons 

Visual

Voice

Language

Reasoning
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Big Data vs. Little Data

Little Data Big Data

Volume How little is not big enough? How big is “too” big?

Variety Mostly structured Structured/non-structured

Velocity
Analyze after data are identified, 
documented, stored, backed up, 
exported and transformed

Analyze as you go

Veracity “Cleaned” and owned How reliable? Who owns it?

Value Individual elements are 
valuable in their own right

Individual elements are NOT 
valuable in their own right
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Traditional Statistical Modeling vs. Machine Learning

Statistical Models
“Transparent” Algorithms

Machine Learning
“Black-box” Algorithms

More human intervention Less human intervention

More interpretable Less interpretable

Requires less data Requires more data

Less likely to overfit the data More likely to overfit the data
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Statisticians Learn From Data Scientists

 Apply machine learning techniques to little data

 Magic of model ensembles
• Convert weak learner into stronger learner
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Decision Tree vs. Random Forest
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Model Ensemble: Weak Models to a Strong Model

M1: Error

M2: Error

M3: Error

DECISION SPACE
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Predictive Models and 
Underwriting
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Goal of Underwriting
Risk selection and classification

Low-risk class High-risk class Decline

Volumes Size of circle Mortality Color of circle
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Impact of Underwriting 

Low-risk class High-risk class Decline

Low-risk class High-risk class Decline

Before

After

Mortality savings by:

 Additional decline
 Additional higher risk class

Size of circles without class 
changes reduced slightly

Size of the circle with class 
change reduced a lot
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Impact of Predictive Model

Low-risk class High-risk class Decline

Low-risk class High-risk class Decline

Before

After

Size of circles without class 
changes reduced slightly

Size of the circle with class 
change changed a lot

Mortality of low-risk 
class reduced

Mortality of higher-risk 
class increased

Benefit of the prediction model 
is competitive advantage
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